A Time for Leadership Versus Politics as Usual E lection year 2000 presents us with new and renewed opportunity if we choose to tune in to the possibilities. Many of us have become numbed by election year rituals. We take some comfort in knowing that the process itself is always predictable, someone fairly well qualified will run, and the major parties will be represented. The election process itself is on "automatic pilot," in fact, we could hibernate for the next several months, wake up, go to the polls and cast our vote and probably not have missed too much . . . or have we?
Included with our third issue of Policy, Politics, & Nursing Practice is a special political section updating you on Election Year 2000. We have approached the two leading presidential candidates and asked them how they stand on health care issues, we have also provided an introduction to the nurses running for office in the 107th Congress. (In addition, I am pleased to add that we have excellent contributors this issue-updating readers on recent research relating to certification and nurse staffing-and thoughtful articles on the TennCare crisis and medical errors. An article that I am especially delighted with concerns professional nurses' obligation to participate in sociopolitical activities. The writer asks, "Considering the context of nursing care delivery today, does the scope of professional nursing practice include the obligation to participate in sociopolitical activities?" Sociopolitical activities include efforts toward social, cultural, and economic reforms that improve the health of clients.)
Returning to the question I asked in the first paragraph, I think we will miss out on tremendous opportunities if we do not take full advantage of this election year process to make our voices heard and our thoughts and ideas known to those running for public office. The next 4 years will be a critical time for our health care system and we need to ensure that we have the right kind of leader(s) in the White House and in Congress. The Medicare program is up for major reform; Medicaid managed care programs are not fulfilling their promise in many states; the ranks of the uninsured are growing; violence has spilled over into our schools, day care centers, places of work, and even nursing homes; and many patients feel helpless and vulnerable as control and decision making about their health care is taken further and further away from them and their providers.
Politics is a give-and-take process. Politicians must satisfy our expectations for leadership, and in turn we give them our vote. In that light, the last thought I would like to share concerns quality of leadership. Should and can we expect more in terms of leadership from the candidates who present themselves for public office? What kind of leader do you think needs to lead this country into the 21st century? We can easily find candidates who extol a "vision." Robert Taylor, Dean of the School of Business at the University of Kentucky, helps to distinguish between a leader with vision and "visionary leadership":
The "leader with vision" has a specific objective, in pursuit of which he or she takes on followers. Followers, neatly lined up behind the leader, are uniformly directed. Anyone questioning purpose or method is a dissenter to be silenced or cut down: there is no negotiation. Followers are passive and have only marginal influence over means or ends. (Marcus, 1997, p. 39) Many of us have spent our lives in organizations where leadership could be described this way.
Visionary leadership, on the other hand, is an interactive process by which leaders bring together the contributions of many people, and in the process enrich the process as well as the realization of purpose. Objectives are furthered because more people have contributed and are invested in it. The means are enhanced because the scope of creative talent is broadened. The role of leadership here is to facilitate this process, which requires constant negotiation and conflict resolution. (Marcus, 1997, p. 39) I believe we need to expect and demand more of our leaders today. To a major extent, leadership styles are shaped by the cues received from followers and those that elect them to office. Nurses are an ideal professional group to articulate a higher vision of leadership and place greater demands for participation and dialogue. Election
Year 2000 gives us a great place to start. It is never too late to begin genuine dialogue, be persistent, well-informed, and passionate about the better health care system you believe our patients deserve! CAROLE P. JENNINGS, PhD, RN Editor-in-Chief
